
CSI PROGRAM OPERATIONS REPORT –Yolanda Jahan 

August/ September 2022  

 

Meetings attended 

Officials Committee meeting in person  8/23/22 

Age Group Committee meeting 9/1/22 

Age Group Committee meeting 9/13/22 

Officials Committee meeting in person 9/20/22 

BOD meeting via Zoom 9/20/22 

Officials Annual meeting in person 9/25/22 

 

CSI Program Operations Areas Covered 

 

Swim meet announcements/ sanctions - 

1. Rectified letters of intent of swim meets with guest officials. 

2. In collaboration with Office at CTSWIM, reviewed meet bids for accuracy by comparing to the 

2022-2023 SC meet template.  

3. Followed criteria for having meets by invitation and reviewed HOD meeting attendance as other 

reasons for sanction approval. 

4. No applicant was denied a sanction. Henk and I worked hard to assist and guide applicants. 

Most of the meet announcements have been reviewed, approved, and posted on the website. 

 

Seniors/ Age Groups Championship Meets Planning 

 

1. Ongoing discussion at Seniors and Age Group Committees- in progress. 

 

2. Corresponding with Greenwich YMCA as a potential site for future CSI championship meets. The 

Greenwich Y said no to using the pool for short course championships.  The Greenwich Y has a 

copy of the CSI quad plan of championship meets extending to 2024. The Y is interested in one 

of the 2023 CSI LC Championships and other future meets. Awaiting response from the 

Greenwich Y on specific dates.  As per discussion, for LC,the facility rental will include the 8- lane 

50-meter pool, a 3 lane 25 yards warm up, cool down pool, equipment, printers, Omega timing 



system, touch pads, push buttons and connections. A new scoreboard was installed on 9/25/22. 

Not included is hospitality. CSI will be responsible for hospitality. 

 

3. In the works- Arrangements are in progress to train CSI volunteers on how to operate the 

Omega Timing System.  It would be cost effective to train potential timing system operators 

during the GRYM meets when GRYM parents can give the training as opposed to bringing Matt 

Murphy, the trainer from Georgia where CSI will have to pay for travel and lodging expenses 

plus the training fee. 

 

CSI SC Regionals Championships  

 

Host teams: WYW, RST, GRYM, LEHY, HHAC, CDOG, BULL 

Host teams will review/ work on meet announcement 

Will review the events and potentially combine age groups: 13 and over; 12 and under to fill up heats. 

Add 800 and 1000 yards to 13 and over events. 

Regionals events same as Age Groups. 

 

 

 

 


